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Rocky Mountain High Tour – 24th June to 7th July 2018 

We became interested in this new tour when the guide told us it included a visit to the Little Big Horn Battlefield. The 

trip started from Denver, our guide’s home city and they promised we would be riding interesting back roads that they 

knew well. Three couples we met on last year’s Legends tour were also doing it so it became a reunion of sorts.  

Sunday 24th June 

With no direct flights from Manchester to Denver we had to fly via London and although delayed for 1 ½ hours due to 

an air traffic control computer failure we eventually arrived in Denver only ½ hour behind schedule having flown over 

the Arctic Circle and loads of ice. Passing through Immigration & customs in Denver took ages – it is now automated 

but you still have to see an immigration officer before going for your baggage and it was 8.00pm local time (3am at 

home) when we arrived at our hotel. Our ice cold beer at the nearby 5280 bar & grille was free, courtesy of the hotel 

and was very welcome.  

Monday 25th June  

Today was all about taking it easy and acclimatising to the Mile High City and its thinner atmosphere. Eating breakfast 

at the hotel before looking around the city, having lunch in the ‘Rock Bottom’ micro brewery and browsing shops 

before returning to the hotel to meet the guides Gary and Jeremie and 

complete the tour formal paperwork.  

The hotel had complimentary drinks on offer and most of the tour group 

took advantage of them while getting to know one another. It was good to 

meet up with Tony, Linda, Jackie, Mark, Phil and Trish who were with us on 

the Legends of the West tour last year. At 7.00pm we all walked around the 

corner to the Bubba Gump Shrimp Company for our welcome dinner before 

returning to our rooms to repack bags and leave out the riding gear - for 

tomorrow we ride! 

Tuesday 26th June. Denver to Estes Park - hot & sunny all day. 

Our tour bikes were collected from an Eagle Rider outlet but our Heritage 

Softail  needed a backrest fitting before we would accept it when Denise 

rightly said “No backrest – no go”. Riding out of the city the temperature 

had started to climb and at our first rest stop people were struggling with 

the heat and standing in the shade before we set off again on winding 

roads through mountain passes higher into the Rockies. This was an 

excellent introduction into riding in the USA with the great scenery all 

around us. Our lunch stop was in the town of Nederland (8250ft above sea 

level) where we took in the story of the Frozen Dead Man (currently stored 

up a nearby mountain and the source of an annual festival). From here we 

rode into Estes National Park where we rode through to a scenic overlook 

at over 10000ft. We took the same road back down the mountain through 

Beaver Meadows until arriving at the town of Estes Park and our overnight 

stop.  

The day had been a tiring one as usual for the first day on a road trip so a 

beer was followed by taking our evening meal in a nearby diner where I 

tried an Elk burger and Denise had Alligator soup!  We had done 144.7 

miles today in high temperatures through scenery that gave a good guide 

to the spectacular rides to come. 

Wednesday 27th June. Estes Park to Casper – Sunny, hot & hotter  

We took a scenic back road past the famous Stanley Hotel that featured in 

the Jack Nicholson film “the Shining” and on through the picturesque town 

of Glen Haven. The road followed the Big Thompson River that carved its 

way through a narrow canyon negotiating a tight left and right downhill 

                Nederland Frozen Dead Man 

Beer No. 1 at Rock Bottom Brewery 



 
hairpin on the way before a rest stop at the Horsetooth Reservoir scenic overlook. Our route carried on to the Sand 

Creek Massacre Trail. We were to follow this road across Wyoming for 100’s of miles. 

We refuelled in Laramie and sent off across the flattish Wyoming plain to our overnight stop at the Ramkota Hotel in 

Casper. On the way we stopped in the small town of Medicine Bow where we could check out the story of ‘The 

Virginian’ a famous novel by Owen Wister. The movie of the book starred Joel McCrae in the lead role. The Virginian 

Hotel contained a lot of antiques from the period the book was written about. There is also an historical marker here to 

celebrate the first crossing of America on a Triumph 

motorcycle by George Wyman in 1903. 

It was a brilliant day’s riding, full of great scenery, terrific 

roads and interesting places. 266.5 miles completed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thursday 28th June. Casper to Cody – Hot & sunny  

Wyoming has a rolling landscape that runs for miles and after breakfast we set off into the great plain along the Sand 

Creek Massacre Trail (SCMT) as it wound its way north. We followed the Wind River and the canyon it has carved 

through the landscape and where the Wind River meets the Big Horn River is the thermal spa town of Thermopolis.  

We followed the locals to have an excellent lunch in ‘The Black Bear Cafe’. Back on the SCMT we carried on north to 

our overnight stop at Cody catching sight of lots of antelope, several 

of which ran in front of our back up truck causing Jeremie to stop 

rapidly to avoid them. We were also held up by some unusual road 

work where we were led past the workers by a scout truck as they 

scattered hay and wild flowers on the road verge, this is being done 

to help prevent embankment erosion. 

We arrived early in Cody so that we could spend time in the Buffalo 

Bill Museum. After a couple of hours here we began to drift off back 

into town to pick up our room keys at Buffalo Bills Irma Hotel. We 

watched a staged gunfight outside the hotel and then went for our 

evening meal where I enjoyed a large cold draught beer. Back at the 

hotel we could reflect on 224.4 miles of good riding and in particular 

the beautiful Wind River Canyon. 

 

Friday 29th June. Cody to Billings – Hot & sunny to start, rain 

later. 

We woke up to the usual blue skies but this was to be an interesting day of mixed weather fortunes. The scenery was 

gradually improving as we headed north to a fuel stop in the town of Greybull before riding through the spectacular 

Shell Creek Canyon. Our lunch stop was supposed to be early but we ran into some road reconstruction that went for 



 
about 7 miles. After a 20 minute delay we were allowed to follow a pilot truck through the works where the temporary 

surface was rutted, bouncy and very soft – proper off road riding. It also started to rain so we suited up but no sooner 

had we done so than it stopped but the cloud had started to drop. Visibility dropped to 20/25 yards as we came down 

from over 9000ft to 4000ft when we finally rode out of the cloud with great relief and arrived at our lunch stop in the 

town of Dayton. 

It poured down while we ate a tasty lunch allowing us time to talk to a gentleman called Wilt Freeman who was touring 

around 48 mainland states in his new imported Morgan Three Wheeler. As the rain stopped and the roads dried we 

rode along H’way 90 into the Little Big Horn Battle Memorial site for a fascinating look at this infamous place. The last 

leg of today’s ride took us back along H’way 90 at speeds up to 85mph in rapidly improving weather until we rode into 

our Hotel. Today’s ride was 266.2 miles and we crossed and recrossed both the Big Horn & Little Big Horn Rivers 

several times.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Saturday 30th June. Billings to West 

Yellowstone – Sunny with a little hail 

We started the day with a visit to Billings H-D 

where Gary had arranged for one of the group to 

swop his Ultra for a Road King. The guy had never ridden a Harley before and rented an Ultra, dropped it at slow 

speed and lost his confidence and it had become a safety issue for our guides. A lot of serious shopping went on from 

most of the group while the bike was changed. It was cooler this morning as we followed Gary to Red Lodge for the 

start of the Beartooth Pass starts. We were warned that the pass was 10947ft high and we needed to put on warm 

tops and our rain suits for extra protection. The approach to the pass gets steadily more imposing as you near it and 

start to climb. It also got a bit hairy as rain had made the surface slick and it tried to hail as we negotiated the many 

bends on the climb. We stopped at the Rock Creek overlook for photos and a bit of Drone filming of the spectacular 

scenery and the group. Continuing up to the summit we went past high banks of snow and people were still skiing up 

there! The summit itself was under at least 2ft of snow and the parking area full so we carried on down the other side 

of the pass around more bends and curves and on into Yellowstone National Park.  
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We saw our first bison minutes after entering the park plus many more in the lower meadows 

along with antelope and deer before pulling up in the visitor centre where we were turned loose to explore the centre 

and its information. Our ride out of the park turned into a bit of a trial as we hit yet more stripped out highway that 

stretched for miles. We eventually arrived at the Grey Wolf hotel in West Yellowstone just after 7.00pm feeling 

absolutely shattered. We completed 228.7 miles of spectacular scenery and riding but this was the most tiring day so 

far, both mentally and physically. 

Sunday 1st July. Yellowstone – Cool and sunny with occasional cloud. 

There was a long queue to enter the park but eventually we reached Yellowstone Canyon and Waterfall. From here 

we were set free to roam the park as we wanted. Having been to the park before, we were happy to return to the hotel 

after visiting the falls and visitor centre for lunch. In the afternoon we did a bit of shopping while our guides changed 

over my bike for the spare because my back tyre was very worn. The spare Heritage had a different balance to the 

other one but with the handlebars adjusted to 

suit me I eventually got used to it.  

Some of the group were very late back due to a 

large traffic jam caused by people watching Elk 

mating! We only did a modest 86.8 miles today. 

Monday 2nd July. Yellowstone to Jackson 

Hole – Cool but sunny and hot later. 

The bike was ready for us to roll after breakfast 

and so it was into Yellowstone again with only a 

short queue today. The ride took us along the 

scenic internal roads into the park where we 

turned south and followed the road through 

lower, midway and upper geyser basins to the 

spectacular wooden construction that is the 

visitor centre at the Old Faithful Geyser. There 

was time for a brew before Old Faithful 

performed for the watching masses. We left this 

behind as we rode south out of the park to 

follow the John D Rockefeller Jr memorial 

parkway into the Grand Teton National Park. 

At the Teton Lake Visitor Centre most of us picked up sandwiches 

and treats from the General store to have a picnic lunch in the 

sunshine while surrounded by the majestic snow capped Teton 

Mountains. From lunch we followed the highway to the Snake River 

scenic overlook, a really beautiful spot where lots of photos were 

taken. The next stop was in the Teton Village with the last leg of 

today’s ride down an alleged scenic road called Moose Wilson Rd. It 

started off ok but the middle bit was on an atrocious surface that 

made your teeth rattle. It had been an interesting and sometimes 

exhilarating days riding through fabulous scenery with 147 miles 

completed.  

 

The Beartooth Pass 



 
 

 

 

 

Tuesday 2nd July. Jackson to Park City –Varied from cool to hot with some rain. 

Our first stop was in the town of 

Afton, the home of the largest 

Elk Antler archway that 

straddled the highway. We 

needed the stop for fuel and a 

warm brew because it had 

been cold this morning. 

Another 70 miles took us 

through several National 

Forests including Bridger and 

Targee. We also crossed from 

Idaho to Utah and back into 

Wyoming before entering Utah 

again at the end of the day.  

 We rode along parts of the 

Oregon Trail today and we only had to deal with residual road spray from a storm for a short time. The day warmed 

and it was a relief to pull up for a break at a truck stop and remove the rain suits before the final leg of today’s ride into 

Park City and the Marriot Hotel. We had covered 278.9 miles today on a mix of country roads and Interstate highways, 

passed through huge forests and meandered through three states in a variety of weather.  

Wednesday 4th July. Independence Day – Park City to Moab. Cool to very Hot 

In previous days we had noted the increasing show of US flags in gardens and on buildings as Independence Day 

approached. It is a national holiday and this and the weather would affect our evening meal choice today,  

A ride of 70 miles on mixed roads through valleys and canyons brought us to a fuel and rest stop where early morning 

layers had to be shed as it had warmed up considerably. We rode through Orem Canyon and the rugged Price 

Canyon before stopping in the town of Price itself for a really nice picnic lunch in a local park. The town open air 

swimming pool was adjacent to the park but we could only watch the active wave pool with envy because we had to 

continue on along H’way 6 over the Wasatch Mountains and Soldier Summit (7477 ft) before passing a ghost town 

and dropping down to the desert itself where the temperature rose over 100 F/ 38 C.  It was like riding into an 

industrial hot air blower. Another rest stop was required for fuel and for us to cool down by drinking lots of water, 

Gatorade and soaking items of clothing in cold water. . 

The last 40 miles took us past Dead Horse Canyon and Moab National Park before pulling into the courtyard of the 

Moab Rustic Inn. Some of us couldn’t wait to jump into the hotel pool to keep cool before eating at a sheltered picnic 

table near the pool sharing the best tasting cherries I have ever had. Later we climbed up to the upstairs balcony to 

watch the 4th of July fireworks that would be launched from the top of a ridge outside town. We had a great evening 

listening to a local radio station play all the music the spectacular firework display was choreographed to.  

Thursday 5th July. Arches National Park – Hot (109 F/42.7 C) 

We made our own way to the Arches National Park and a short distance later we were entering the park and riding up 

to the first viewpoint called Delicate Arch. This is the one featured on all the publicity shots and everything about the 

park from entering it was a complete wow. There was a short climb to the viewpoint for the arch and it was tiring in the 

rising temperature. Our next stop was Sand Dune Arch where it was much cooler in the rocks around it. We had a lot 

of photos here with people climbing on the rocks and posing under the arch. Next was Skyline Arch. It was almost a ¼ 

of a mile walk to the arch and the silence here was impressive until other tourists arrived.  



 
 

 

 

The penultimate stop was at Windows where it was at its 

hottest (109F/42.7C) and very uncomfortable. Our last 

stop before returning to the visitor centre was at 

Courthouse Tower and Balance Rock. Back at the Visitor 

Centre everyone shopped for fridge magnets and books 

and other stuff before riding back to Moab for lunch in a 

diner. Only 58 very hot miles were ridden today.  

 

Friday 6th July. Moab to Glenwood Springs – Hot with 

a short rain shower. 

Our last but one day on the road and this was the tour that 

gave us something special every day and today was no 

exception as we rode along scenic route 128E. This road runs alongside the Colorado River through a 25 mile long, 

tall and narrow, canyon that was spectacular.  

 



 
The curving river and the road following it gave us a brilliant ride and it carried on across a wider landscape with the 

river to our left at the foot of tall canyon walls. At about 70 miles and after a fast cruise on H’way 70 we pulled in to a 

rest stop for fuel and refreshments. Suitably watered it was then up to the Colorado National Monument by climbing a 

mountain to a plateau via a suitably twisty road to a viewpoint at the top where we could admire the view of 

Independence Rock and take lots of photos. The ride down the mountain had even more twisties as we eventually 

dropped to the plain below and once more followed the Colorado River to our lunch stop in Grand Junction. Our route 

continued until we finally arrived at The Hotel Colorado in Glenwood Springs after 222 miles. The infamous Doc. 

Holiday spent his last days here when it was a TB sanatorium.  

 

 

Saturday 7th July. Glenwood Springs to Denver- Hot and hotter. 

We set off onto Interstate 70 again where once more it followed the Colorado River to a rest and fuel stop in the small 

town of Eagle. From Glenwood Springs travelling east the highway enters Glenwood Canyon. It is a marvellous 

engineering example of how to build a freeway through the narrow gorge while preserving the natural beauty of the 

canyon. The next leg of our journey brought us into the picturesque town of Frisco where we had a good lunch outside 

the local bakery in company with our ‘Legends’ friends. Frisco was so perfect it reminded me of a film set and property 

values were up in the millions of dollars for a small place. This final run to Denver took us on this magnificently 

engineered road over Vale Pass (10662ft) and through the Eisenhower tunnel at 11158ft, the highest tunnel in the US. 

The last day’s journey was 171.5 miles and we did 2345.9 miles in total. 

We eventually road into the Eagle Rider depot at 3.30am to return our bikes and sign off the rentals before catching a 

cab back to the hotel. For our evening meal we were all booked into the nearby Hard Rock Cafe courtesy of O & B but 

it was a disappointment with poor food and service. This tour kept giving visual thrills and emotional responses to what 

we saw and felt as we rode through the incredible landscape seen on the tour. 

Sunday 8th July. Denver- Hot   

Some of the group had left early but we had some time before leaving for the airport and spent most of it on 16th 

Street with another lunch in the Rock Bottom Brewery before setting off for the airport at 3.30pm. Our flight back was a 

bit bumpy at times and we eventually landed in Manchester in the late afternoon. We arrived to an absolute nightmare 

with no cabs available because of a dispute. Eventually we opted to walk to the tram station and get home on that. It 

was a disappointing end to a brilliant tour but cannot dim the great memories we have of the Rockies and the people 

we rode with. 

 

 

 

                                           Colorado National Monument & the road down. 


